
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Helen Mirra at NordenhakeTaylor Le Melle at FELIX GAUDLITZAgnes Scherer at Sans titre (2016)Thanasis Totsikas at Akwa Ibomâ€œCuerposâ€• at LodosJuliette Blightman,
Dorothy Iannone at Arcadia MissaRivane Neuenschwander at Tanya BonakdarLila de Magalhaes at LuluBendix Harms at Nino MierRichard Hawkins at Galerie BuchholzLINES at Konrad Fischerâ€œFate of a cellâ€• at
Andreas MelasA Restless Rendition at DREIHave an excellent week.The post Week in Review: October 4, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Stuart Croft, Loretta Fahrenholz, Yuki Kimura, Angharad
WilliamsVenue:Â DREI, CologneExhibition Title:Â A Restless RenditionDate: September 5 â€“ October 31, 2020Curated By: Kathrin BenteleClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of DREI, ColognePress Release:As one #A leads to the next #A online, time occasionally feels as if in constant flux and to be moving fast, with the exception of more
recent virus time perhaps. Meanwhile, demands for a right to be forgotten leave few doubts that old ghosts populate the grid as much as the supposed new. Human memory tends to go off-grid over the years, and
occasionally in the circulatory traffic of the algorithm, oneâ€™s past habits and desires are mirrored back like a flashback. Given the functioning of online cookies and analytics perhaps with an ever more radical face: One
sifts through pickle recipes and arrives at a rant on climate change denial etc. The trope of recurrence is also widely familiar from the world of cinema, where doubles, doppelgangers and loops often served to reveal the
medium and the manipulation of celluloid and in our digital era the endless possibilities of post-production.Psychology knows a lot about fatal repetitive patterns but equally about the transformative power of repeating the
same thing over and over again, so that A eventually transubstantiates into B. Self-help literature says that transformation starts small, in the daily insistence to repeat certain actions and make them a habit while avoiding
harmful ones. When looking at an actual delivery of A, it takes a moment to tell if it simply multiplies into another #A lining up for its retrieval or if it potentially starts to stutter and stammer when reproduced often enough or
looped infinitely. In terms of time and how it is perceived, multiplication refers back to the same template like the stutterer to one word, but while watching it, one might notice things and humans to mutate and transfigure
with each new iteration.-Kathrin Bentele&nbsp;Stuart Croft (b. 1970 â€“ d. 2015, English) was an artist and filmmaker. He graduated from Chelsea College of Art and Design in 1998. In 2009 he founded the Royal College
of Artâ€™s Moving Image Studio and in 2013 he established the RCAâ€™s new Moving Image Pathway. His work has been shown in galleries, contemporary art museums and cinemas in over 25 countries to
date.Loretta Fahrenholz (b. 1981, German), lives and works in Berlin. Until 2007, she studied at the Academy of Visual Arts, Leipzig. Recent solo and duo exhibitions took place at Company Gallery, New York (2020);
Centre de lâ€™image Contemporaine, Montreal; mumok, Vienna (both 2018); Arbeiterkammer, Vienna; Galerie Buchholz, Berlin (both 2017); Fridericianum, Kassel; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam (both 2016); Kunsthalle
Zurich; Midway Contemporary Art, Minneapolis (both 2015); Galerie Francesca Pia, Zurich; The Gardens, Vilnius (both 2014); Ludlow 38; Reena Spaulings Fine Art (both New York), Project Native Informant, London;
Halle fÃ¼r Kunst, LÃ¼neburg, Germany (all 2013) a.o.Yuki Kimura (b. 1971, Japanese) lives and works in Berlin. She received her MFA in 1996 from Kyoto City University of Arts. Recent solo exhibitions took place at
Jennyâ€™s, Los Angeles; Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo (both 2019); Oracle, Berlin (2018); CCA Wattis Institute, San Francisco (2016); Mathew Gallery, Berlin (2015); The Vanity East, Los Angeles (2014) GLUCK 50, Milan
(2013) a.o. She has furthermore participated in several group exhibitions at venues such as The Orange County Museum of Art, Newport Beach, United States; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Dallas Museum of Art,
Dallas; SculptureCenter, New York, Daegu Photo Biennale, Daegu, South Korea; 30th Sao Paulo Biennial, Sao Paulo; Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo; National Museum of Art, Osaka, a.o.Angharad Williams
(Welsh) lives and works in Berlin. Recent solo and duo exhibitions took place at Josey, Norwich, United Kingdom (with Mathis Gasser), Schiefe ZÃ¤hne, Berlin (both 2020); Haus zur Liebe, Schaffhausen, Switzerland;
Peak, London (both 2019); Cell Project Space, London (with Mathis Gasser); Schiefe ZÃ¤hne, Berlin (with Richard Sides and Stuart Middleton); Liszt, Berlin (all 2018) a.o. She has participated in several group exhibitions
at venues such as Stadtgalerie Bern, Switzerland; Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin; Croy Nielsen, Vienna; Roskilde Festival, Denmark; Cubitt, London; Futura, Prague; The Woodmill GP, London. Performances and
Screenings took place at Archivio Conz at KW, Berlin (with Richard Sides); ICA, London; Kehlam Island Museum, Sheffield; CCA, Glasgow; Tate St Ives, Cornwall (all United Kingdom); South London Gallery, a.o.
Upcoming group exhibitions include Not working: Artistic Production and Social Class, Kunstverein MÃ¼nchen, Munich; should we get lunch, I want to burn this place down, Kunstverein Harburger Bahnhof, Hamburg
(both September 2020); Survey II, Jerwood (London), Site (Sheffield), g39 (Cardiff, all United Kingdom); FriArt, Fribourg, Switzerland (all 2021). The latest iteration of the joint exhibition series Hergest between Williams
and Swiss artist Mathis Gasser, Hergest: Trem, will take place at The Swiss Institute, New York, from January 14, 2021.Link: A Restless RenditionÂ at DREIThe post A Restless Rendition at DREI first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Oscar Tuazon, Vivian Suter, Ettore Sottsass, Charlotte Posenenske, Lena Henke, Peter Halley, C. A. Doxiadis, Lois Dodd, Bia Davou, Aristide AntonasVenue:Â Andreas Melas,
AthensExhibition Title:Â Fate of a CellDate: September 10 â€“ November 7, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of the artists;
Private Collection, Athens; Collection of the National Museum of Contemporary Art, Athens; Karma International, Zurich; Galerie Emanuel Layr, Vienna; the Estate of Charlotte Posenenske and Mehdi Chouakri, Berlin;
Constantinos and Emma Doxiadis Foundation, Athens; Andreas Melas, Athens. Photos by Paris Tavitian.Press Release:The exhibition Fate of a Cell presents a body of works from 10 artists that articulate the various
scales, qualities, and characteristics of cellular structures, systems thinking and human settlements. The theory of Ekistics authored by architect Constantinos A. Doxiadis (1913-1975), anchors the works in their collective
quest to present new directions for human settlements based on human relationships to nature and technology. Cellular units are coded and programmed over time, with patterns of human growth activity across various
social, natural and technological ecosystems. These ideas are questioned, referenced, and unpacked by artists: Aristide Antonas, Bia Davou, Lois Dodd, Peter Halley, Lena Henke, Charlotte Posenenske, Ettore Sottsass,
Vivian Suter, Oscar Tuazon and Constantinos A. Doxiadis.The etymologic origin of the word cell (Latin) is celare, to hide, conceal or cella, a small room. In the 12th century, cell was used to describe a small monastery
and in the 14th century, a small room for a monk or a nun. By the 17th century organic biological forms are described as cells and scientific biological discoveries in the 19th century introduce terms like cell-division, cell
membrane and cell-body to our lexicon. The microscope revealed invisible cellular structures of plants and animals; typically circular in form, containing a nucleus surrounded by a thin membrane. In 2020, the Covid 19
pandemic revives the notion of the cell and the consequences of individual and collective action.The circular diagram of the cell is a biological truth imbued with mythological and symbolic meaning. The circle is a universal
symbol of totality and wholeness, infinity, with spatial and temporal limits. In nomadic cultures, dynamism and movement was symbolized by tents erected in a circular plan. Concentric circles symbolize solar and lunar
domains across their phased cycles. The variables of time; past, present, and future are depicted as three concentric circles, interdependent of one another. From microscopic to cosmic scales, cellular cycles of growth
and death are influenced by human interaction with nature. The traces of this cyclical growth are found in works of art and architecture.Circular cellular forms, concentric circles and rings, lifted from nature, are often used
to articulate order, unveil symbolic meaning, and propose a new form of architectural urbanism and growth. In order to reach a city of optimum size, Doxiadis proposed a science of human settlements titled Ekistics; that
considers â€œthe principles man takes into account when building his settlements, as well as the evolution of human settlements through history in terms of size and quality.â€• This comprehensive approach includes the
entire range of settlements; from â€œprimitiveâ€• to â€œdeveloped,â€• broken down into a â€œcomplex system of five elements â€“ nature, man, society, shells (that is buildings), and networks.â€• This new model for
metropolitan growth responds to human dimensions as seen through the â€œeconomic, social, political, technological and culturalâ€• layers. The tripartite system incorporates â€œnatural, social and man-made
elementsâ€• in an attempt to invent â€œgeneral principles and lawsâ€• for urban growth that are an â€œextension of manâ€™s biological characteristics.â€• In this science, the human condition confronts natural
terrestrial and cosmic dimensions through the articulation of energy.Doxiadis defines several principles that have shaped human settlements over time. The first principle involves maximizing human contact with the
elements of nature. Our obsession with conquering and controlling nature via technologic and instrumental means, blind us from determining our optimal relationship with nature. We do not know when we have reached
our optimal relative state because of the voracious appetite to dominate natural resources and energy. This domination is driven by the value of excess, and is not related to human needs and their impact on the health of
our environment. If we are presented with the possibility to extract more energy, history shows we blindly extract more without calculating the negative impacts of pollution. The second principle discloses our tendency to
expend the least amount of energy and effort as we determine the structures, forms, and routes of our physical world. The third principle determines our protective space from other people, animals, and objects by
separation; to ensure we maintain our sensory and psychological comforts. The walls of a house, transportation routes, fortifications and barriers are physical manifestations of this third principle. The fourth principle
designs a physiological and aesthetic ordering system to optimize our relationship to the environment; â€œnature, society, shells (buildings and houses of all sorts), and networks (ranging from roads to
telecommunications).â€• This ordering system directly affects architecture and art. In the fifth principle, humans organize their settlements to optimize the previous four principles in present contexts and conditions to
synthesize a â€œbalance between man and his man-made environment.â€•The key factor that directly affects the fate of a cell involves â€œthe distance man wants to go or can go in the course of his daily life.â€• The
individual makes up the primary unit. The secondary unit is the personal space that belongs to the individual, and this space can be shared. The third unit is the family home and the fourth unit is a group of homes; a
collection of cells that form a society. The fifth unit encompasses all human settlements on planet Earth. The maximum personal walking distance in a day creates a transit radius from which to measure from. When one
walks, one has access to more points of contact and transactional exchanges. As a city grows, the car greatly increases the transit radius and allows for rapid growth, migration, and class displacement, but ultimately
reduces the points of contact. In ancient Athens, Periklesâ€™ pedestrian route from home to the Assembly allowed him to meet approximately 100 to 150 people which gave him a consistent daily sample of public
opinion. This path traveled provided many points of contact that contrib
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